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Boy scout swim test video

To be allowed to water during any official scouting function, it is required that each Scout pass the BSA swimmer test. While real swimming is not considered too difficult, there are a few common mistakes that cause a good part of scouting to fail the BSA swimming test on their first attempt. My goal is to help you pass
the correct swimming test from the start! When I was Scout, swimming was one of the activities I liked the most, but I was very nervous when taking the BSA swimmer test. However, I received some advice from older scouts that helped pass the breeze swimming test. You may be nervous, but don't worry! If you're able
to swim at all, I know that with this advice, you'll be able to pass the BSA swimming test too. Even if you're not interested in swimming while in camp, it's still important to pass the BSA swimmer test. The first grade required 6a makes it compulsory for scouts to complete the BSA swimming test so they can finish the
aquatic part of their training and rank high. Camps are the easiest way to realize this need. Swimming is an incredibly valuable skill, and it can even help you save a life. In this article, you will learn everything you need to know about the official BSA swimming test. Plus, I'll give you a few an own tips so you can easily
pass on your first attempt. If you are also interested in completing the Swimming Merit Badge, you can check out my full guide, which includes all responses to the merit badge sheet, by clicking the link here. Now let's dive in it! The swimmer's classification level of the BSA swimming test for the BSA swimming test, you
can choose to either test swimmers or test beginners. After trying to test your chosen one, there are three classification levels you can get. The three categories you can group in are swimmers, beginners or learners (also called non-swimmers). You will become a swimmer by passing the swimmer's test, and a beginner
passing the beginner's test. If you are able to pass your chosen test, you will be considered a learner and will be able to enter most parts of the pool until you reclaim and pass the swimming test. Now let's cover the requirements you need to complete in order to pass both the swimmer and the beginner swimming test.
BSA Swimming TestAs requirements listed early, Scout can choose which test they'd like to try. Typically, after completing their chosen test, beginners will only be allowed in shallow areas of the pool, while swimmers will be able to swim where they please. Below are the requirements for each test. To complete the
swimmer's test, you have to show the following: jump the first leg into the water deeper than your head, level off, and start swimming. Swimming 75 yards in a strong manner using one or more of the following strokes: sidestroke, breaststroke, Or crawl (no dog paddle) swimming 25 yards using easy, resting back tapping.
After finishing swimming, take a break by floating for a minute. (100 yards must be completed in a non-stop swim and include at least one sharp turn.) To complete the beginner's test, you have to show the following: jump the first leg into the water deeper than your head, level off, and then swim 25 feet on the surface.
Turn around aggressively, resume swimming as before, and return to the starting place. (So, a beginner needs to swim 25 feet in each direction for a total of 50 feet.) Learners (also called non-swimmers) are those who don't try, or can't pass, the test required by swimmers or beginners. Typically, learners will only be
allowed into shallow water. However, if Scout failed his swimming test, they would often be able to reclaim their test later during camp. The video below shows you how a BSA swimming test should be done, as well as give you a quick overview of acceptable swimming strokes. 3 minutes to watch it, as this clip provides
some great information. After reviewing the video, continue reading for my key tips to pass the BSA swimming test on your first attempt! There were tips for scouts passing their BSA swimming test when I earned Scout my swimming merit badge, there were a few my troops tips and I discovered that passing the
swimming test made it much easier. Once I became a leader, I'd always give the following advice to new scouts trying to fully enact their BSA swimming requirements:Are too excited: strong swimmers sometimes fail the BSA swimming test because they take off too quickly and tire themselves right away. Take your time
and breathe practice and plan: If possible, practice each stroke for a few minutes before you take the swimming test. Going on with a game plan to complete the test is much easier. Juggling: If you get nervous, it makes this experiment much, much easier. Even if you need to borrow someone else's mates, glasses will
be a tremendous help if you are 100% confident in your swimming abilities. Press correctly: When making sharp turns at the end of the pool, be sure to give yourself time to lying in the water. This will save you energy and shorten the distance you need to swim. Use a chest knock: Hitting the chest is the easiest stroke to
swim 75 yards with. Crawling forward (free) is usually the hardest. After the swimming section, you also need to float on your back. My tip for this would be to extend your arms and keep your lungs as airy as possible. Basically, all you have to do to stay afloat is not a complete exhale. If you follow any of these tips, I'm
sure you'll pass the BSA swimmer test with ease. If you want to be a great Scout, you can even help the rest of your troops by sharing these tips with them as well. It's a sign of a great leader for readers. Responsible for leading and guiding your troops, know that a good leader is as much about the things you don't do, as
it is about the things you do. For my best quick tips on top 5 leadership mistakes to avoid, check out my full article here. In the next section, I'll talk about safety protocol to follow when administering the BSA swimming test. Who can administer a BSA swimming test? According to the official scouting website, the BSA
swimming test must be administered with qualified supervision. This person is defined as a conscientious adult 21 years or older who understands and knowingly accepts responsibility and safety of young members in their care. Is experienced in a particular activity. It is confident in its ability to respond appropriately in an
emergency. Trained and committed to nine BSA points floating safety and/or eight-point safe swimming defenses.In addition, you should have at least two other response personnel available that are only determined to take care of swimmers' safety. In total, you must maintain a ratio of at least 1:10 (paramedics to
swimmers) to be present when administering the BSA swimming test. At least one paramedic must be over 21 years old.Professional trained lifeguard will also meet safety requirements when provided by a regulated facility. For more information, you can use the Official Aquatic Scouting Regulations ( . What precautions
should be taken for safe swimming? To ensure safe swimming, you must follow the Safe Scouting Swimming Defense Plan that is aimed at creating a safe swimming environment. The plan has 8 points intended to predict, prevent, reduce, and respond to potential aquatic emergencies. In the section below, you can
check the official Safe Scouting Swimming Defense Plan to fully understand the precautions that need to be taken to make sure you have any safe scouts in the water.1. Qualified supervision of all swimming activities shall be monitored by mature and conscientious aged 21 or older who understand and knowingly
accepts responsibility for the well-being and safety of those in his care, and who are trained and committed to adapting to the eight-point BSA Safe Swimming Defense. It is strongly recommended that all units have at least one adult or older youth member currently trained in BSA aquatic monitoring: swimming and water
rescue or BSA lifeguards to help plan and carry out all swimming activities.2 Personal Health ReviewA has a complete health record of all participants as evidence of fitness is required for swimming activities. The form for minors must be signed by a parent or legal guardian. Participants should be asked to link any recent
incidents of illness or injury just before activity. Monitoring and protection must be adjusted to predict any Risks associated with individual health conditions. For significant health conditions, an adult guardian must need to be examined by a doctor and consult with a parent, guardian or carer for appropriate precautions.3
Safe AreaAll swimming areas should be carefully inspected and ready for safety before any activity. Water depth, quality, temperature, movement, and clarity are important considerations. Risks should be eliminated or isolated by overt markings and discussed with participants. Controlled access: There must be safe
zones for all participant ability groups to enter and exit. Swimming areas with the right depth should be defined for each ability group. The entire area should be within easy reach of designated rescue personnel. The area should be clear of boat traffic, surfing, or other non-activities together. Low conditions and depth: The
bottom should be clear of trees and debris. Sudden changes in depth are not allowed in the non-large area. Isolated underwater hazards should be marked with floating. Rescue personnel should be able to get down easily. The maximum recommended water depth in clear water is 12 feet. The maximum depth of water
in Torbid water is 8 feet. Visibility: Swimming and underwater diving in turbid water is prohibited. Coke water is there when a swimmer can't see his feet. Swimming at night is permitted only in areas with sufficient water clarity and brightness for good visibility both above and below the surface. Scuba diving and high
entry: Diving is only allowed into clear, waterless water from heights of more than 40 inches. The depth of the water must be at least 7 feet. Low depth bumps under diving boards and elevated surfaces require more water depths and must comply with government regulations. People should not jump into the water from
heights greater than tall, and they should only jump into the chest of deep or more deep water with the least risk of contact with the bottom. No elevated entrance is allowed where the person must clear any obstacles, including the ground. Water temperature: The comfortable water temperature for swimming is close to
80 degrees. Water activity at 70 degrees or less should take a limited time and be closely monitored for the negative effects of cooling. Water quality: Stagnant bodies, unclean water, areas with significant algae or foam, or areas contaminated with livestock or blue foes should be avoided. In accordance with any signs
sent by local health authorities. Swimming in pools with green, murki or cloudy water is not allowed. Moving water: Participants should be able to easily regain and keep their feet in streams or waves. Areas with large waves, fast-flowing currents, or moderate currents flowing towards the open sea or into danger zones
should be avoided. Weather: Participants must be transported from water to safety position Thunderstorms or thunderstorms threaten. Wait at least 30 minutes after the last flash of lightning or lightning before leaving shelter. Be cautious to prevent sunburn, dehydration and hypothermia. Life jacket use: Swimming in
clear water more than 12 feet deep, turbid in water more than 8 feet deep, or in flowing water may be allowed if all participants are properly installed to wear, the Coast Guard confirms the life jacket and the supervisor determines that swimming with a life jacket is safe under the circumstances. Conditions.
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